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[1] This is an application by the Attorney General of Canada and Her Majesty the 

Queen in Right of Canada, as represented by the Minister of Health, whom I will 

refer to as Health Canada, for an order striking out and dismissing an Amended 

Third Party Notice originally filed by the defendants Intradermal Distribution Inc. and 

Vivier Pharma Inc. on October 14, 2009, and amended on January 18, 2010.  In 

these reasons I will use the term defendants to refer to Intradermal Distribution Inc. 

and Vivier Pharma Inc.  Dermatech, although a nominal defendant, is bankrupt and 

took no part in this application. 

[2]  This action is brought pursuant to the Class Proceedings Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, 

Ch. 50, although there has not yet been a certification application.  The plaintiff, 

Sharon Lynn Logan, suing on her own behalf and on behalf of a class of similarly 

situated persons resident in British Columbia and elsewhere in Canada, sues the 

defendants for damages suffered as a result of the use of Dermalive.  The 

Statement of Claim alleges that the use of Dermalive has serious adverse side-

effects and that the defendants knew or ought to have known that Dermalive and its 

use by the plaintiff and other consumers in Canada could cause harm to the plaintiff 

and those other consumers. 

[3] The plaintiff made no claim against Health Canada.  However, in paragraph 

22 of the Amended Statement of Claim the plaintiff does allege that she would not 

have agreed to being injected with Dermalive if she had been suitably warned by the 

defendants of the risks associated with Dermalive and Dermalive had not been 

available in Canada as a licensed medical device. 

[4] In paragraph 6 of the Amended Third Party Notice the defendants allege that 

by licensing Dermalive Health Canada represented that Dermalive met the safety 

requirements set out in the Food and Drugs Act, R.S.C. 1985, Ch. F 27 (the FDA) 

and the Medical Devices Regulations, S.O.R./98-282 (the Regulations). 

[5] The defendants allege that Health Canada has a duty to protect the health of 

residents of Canada by prohibiting the sale of medical devices, refusing to license 

medical devices that could cause injury, conducting adequate reviews of 
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applications to license medical devices and establishing and controlling safety 

standards for medical devices.  In paragraph 9 of the Amended Third Party Notice 

the defendants make a number of allegations dealing with inadequacies on the part 

of Health Canada in exercising its licensing and supervisory powers with respect to 

Dermalive. 

[6] By a January 18, 2010 amendment to the Amended Third Party Notice the 

defendants added a claim for a declaration that any loss, damage or expense 

suffered by the plaintiff by reason of the matters set out in the Amended Statement 

of Claim was caused to or contributed to by the fault, negligence, breach of duty 

and/or breaches of statutory duty of Health Canada. 

[7] The central point of the submission made by Health Canada is that in its 

capacity as regulator and licensor under the FDA and the Regulations it did not owe 

a duty of care to the plaintiff.  Health Canada argues that the sole allegation made 

against it relates to the manner in which it carried out its functions pursuant to the 

FDA and the Regulations, and in particular its responsibility to issue licenses 

pursuant to the FDA. 

[8] It is agreed that to succeed on this application Health Canada must establish 

that it is plain and obvious the Amended Third Party Notice does not disclose a 

reasonable claim. 

[9] Health Canada relies upon three decisions of the Ontario Courts to support its 

submission that it owes no duty of care when it is exercising its regulatory and 

licensing powers pursuant to the FDA and the Regulations; Klein v. American 

Medical Systems Inc. (2007) 84 O. R. (3d) 217 (Divisional Court); Drady v. Canada 

(Health) 2008 O.N.C.A. 659; and Attis v. Canada (Health) 2008 O.N.C.A. 660.  

Counsel for Health Canada submits that these cases are indistinguishable from the 

case at bar and that they establish that Health Canada does not stand in a 

relationship of sufficient proximity to give rise to the alleged duty of care to the 

plaintiff either individually or as a class representative.  Alternatively, Health Canada 

argues that an independent analysis of the two-stage test in Anns v. Merton, [1978] 
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A.C. 728 leads to the conclusion that no duty of care exists in the circumstances of 

this case. 

[10] The defendants argue that the three Ontario cases referred to above are 

distinguishable from this case because they do not consider the question of whether 

the issuance of a license could constitute a representation by Health Canada that 

the subject matter of the license is safe for use.  The defendants say that it is not 

plain and obvious that a claim by the plaintiff against Health Canada for negligent 

misrepresentation would fail.  They rely on paragraph 22(b) of the Amended 

Statement of Claim in support of their assertion that the pleadings do allege that the 

plaintiff relied upon the licensing of Dermalive.  The defendants say that that 

allegation, taken together with the allegations contained in the Amended Third Party 

Notice, are sufficient to raise the issue of negligent misrepresentation against Health 

Canada.  As I understand the defendants’ argument it is that the plaintiff has alleged 

reliance upon the licensing of Dermalive and the defendants have alleged that 

Health Canada negligently discharged its duties with respect to the licensing 

process. 

[11] In the alternative the defendants seek to support a claim for declaratory relief 

in this case on the authority of the decision of the British Columbia Court of Appeal 

in British Columbia Ferry Corp. v. T & N plc.  (1985) 16 B.C.L.R. (3d) 115.  The 

defendants say that striking out the Amended Third Party Notice would deprive them 

of the opportunity of establishing that some fault lies on the part of Health Canada. 

[12] Health Canada has persuaded me that it is plain and obvious that the 

Amended Third Party Notice discloses no reasonable cause of action against it.  In 

my view, the facts of this case are indistinguishable from the facts of the three 

Ontario appellate decisions of Klein, Drady and Attis. 

[13] As pointed out in Attis, an analysis of whether the alleged cause of action in 

this case fits within or is analogous to a recognized category of liability or immunity 

from liability begins with a careful review of the allegations contained in the 

pleadings.  Once the pleadings have been analyzed it can be determined whether 
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the authorities have decided whether the allegations in the pleadings are within a 

recognized category of liability or immunity with respect to the alleged duty of care. 

[14] For the defendants, Mr. Vamplew places primary reliance on his submission 

that in this case, unlike in the trilogy of Ontario cases, there is an allegation of 

negligent misrepresentation against Health Canada.  As indicated above, he relies in 

this regard on paragraph 22(b) of the Amended Statement of Claim which provides 

as follows: 

22. The plaintiff never would have agreed to being injected with Dermalive 
if: 

(a) she had been suitably warned by the defendants of the 
risks associated with Dermalive; and 

(b) the product Dermalive had not been available in Canada 
as a licensed medical device. 

[15] Mr. Vamplew argues that this paragraph can properly be construed as an 

allegation that the plaintiff relied upon a representation by Health Canada that 

Dermalive was safe for use as directed. 

[16] I do not agree with this analysis of the Amended Statement of Claim.  It 

seems to me that paragraph 22(b) must be read together with paragraphs 9 to 14 of 

the Amended Statement of Claim.  Those paragraphs make it clear that the plaintiff 

makes no claim against Health Canada and that the plaintiff is relying upon the 

statutory scheme contained in the FDA and the Regulations which makes the 

manufacturer and distributor of a medical device responsible for its safety.  I note 

that the plaintiff has made none of the other allegations necessary to constitute a 

claim for misrepresentation set out in Queen v. Cognos, [1993] 1 S.C.R. 87.  In 

addition, as I read paragraph 22(b) in the context of the whole of the Amended 

Statement of Claim the reference to licensing relates to a fact or circumstance 

brought about by the actions of the defendants and not to any representation by 

Health Canada. 

[17] The defendants do allege negligent misrepresentation in their Amended Third 

Party Notice.  However, a review of the Amended Third Party Notice makes it clear 
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that the only representation alleged is the issuance of a license for Dermalive.  This 

is made clear in particular by paragraphs 6, 7, 8 and 9 of the Amended Third Party 

Notice. 

[18] In my view, the authorities have established that the exercise of licensing 

power by Health Canada falls within a recognized category of immunity with respect 

to a duty of care, and that Health Canada therefore owed no duty of care with 

respect to its licensing of Dermalive.  No useful purpose would be served by my 

repeating the analysis contained in the trilogy of Ontario cases and in particular in 

Attis v. Canada. 

[19] In seeking to distinguish the trilogy of Ontario cases the defendants rely upon 

the decision of our Court of Appeal in Knight v. Imperial Tobacco Canada Ltd. 2009 

BCCA 541.  However, in my view, the claim that the Court allowed to stand in Knight 

was based not on the activities of Health Canada as regulator but on its activities as 

a developer and promoter of a particular form of “light” tobacco.  In paragraph 59 of 

Mr. Justice Tysoe’s decision he distinguishes Klein and Attis on the basis that in 

those cases the governmental body was acting solely in its capacity as regulator. 

[20] In this case the allegations against Health Canada relate solely to its role as 

regulator.  I also note that in summarizing the basis of his conclusion at paragraph 

92 Mr. Justice Tysoe upheld the Third Party Notice on the basis that the Trade 

Practices Act and Business Practices and Consumer Protection Act of British 

Columbia apply to Canada and that Canada owed a duty of care with respect to the 

design of the tobacco strains used in light and mild cigarettes.  In this case there is 

no allegation that Health Canada participated in any way in the design or 

development of Dermalive. 

[21] I appreciate that the defendants characterize the issuance of a license as a 

representation.  However, I think I should look to the substance of the allegation 

made against Health Canada.  The material fact alleged was that Health Canada 

issued a license without taking the steps necessary to satisfy itself that Dermalive 

was safe.  This clearly relates to its licensing activity. 
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[22] Alternatively, the defendants submit that the third party claim for declaratory 

relief should be allowed to stand.  Mr. Vamplew points out that the Negligence Act 

uses the word “fault” not “liability”.  He submits that it would be open to a court to 

determine that the actions of Health Canada did contribute to the plaintiff’s injuries 

even though that Health Canada is not liable for that causation in the absence of a 

duty of care.  Mr. Vamplew submits that the interests of justice require that the 

defendants be in a position to avail themselves of the discovery process against 

Health Canada in order to establish fault on its part.  He points out that Intradermal 

and Vivier deny that they played any part in the manufacture or development of 

Dermalive and acted solely as its distributor.  I take it that his submission in this 

regard is that they are thereby hampered in their defence of the claims made against 

them by lack of access to the documents and oral discovery of Health Canada.  

Dermatech is a bankrupt French corporation and unable to contribute to any 

damages to which the plaintiff or the class may be found entitled.  It took no part in 

the proceedings before me and presumably could not be looked to for document 

production 

[23] Mr. Vamplew submits that this is an appropriate case to make an order similar 

to that made in British Columbia Ferry Corp.  However, in my view, it would be 

inappropriate to make such an order.  In British Columbia Ferry Corp. a 

determination of the extent to which the third party’s fault had contributed to the 

plaintiff’s loss would have had a direct effect on the amount the plaintiff was entitled 

to recover from the remaining defendants.  Thus, a finding with respect to the third 

party’s fault would had a direct impact on the rights of the defendants vis-à-vis the 

plaintiff.  As I read the British Columbia Ferry Corp. decision the mischief being 

addressed was the circumstance brought about by the settlement agreement which 

removed the settling defendant from the litigation, thereby materially prejudicing the 

remaining defendants’ ability to establish the degree of fault attributable to that 

defendant and which the plaintiff had agreed not to seek against the remaining 

defendants. 
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[24] In this case, however, in the absence of any liability of Health Canada to the 

plaintiff a declaration with respect to the extent to which Health Canada’s fault 

contributed to the plaintiff’s loss would be of no practical utility because the 

remaining defendants would be jointly and severally liable for the whole of the 

plaintiff’s loss.  In addition I am satisfied that there are adequate remedies available 

to the defendants under the Rules of Court to obtain the necessary documentation 

and information from Health Canada to adequately defend this proceeding. 

[25] Accordingly I find that it is plain and obvious that the claims set out in the 

Amended Third Party Notice disclose no reasonable claim against Health Canada 

and order that the third party claim against Health Canada be dismissed. 

[26] The parties will have liberty to make application with respect to costs, and in 

particular, with respect to applicability of s. 37 of the Class Proceedings Act to the 

application before me. 

“The Honourable Mr. Justice Sewell” 
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